A proven solution since 1965

Optosil®/Xantopren®
Proven by the test of time.

The go-to silicone solution for over 50 years.

Optosil/Xantopren has provided a proven solution since 1965, early on setting the standard for C-silicone impressions. The product range includes three individual versions – each tailored to the exacting demands of professional users, and enabling precise and durable reproduction of detail.

Giving a hand to oral health.
Optosil® P Plus / Xantopren®
The C-silicone classics.

Optosil P Plus and Xantopren are reliable for daily use in the dental practice.
- Reliable for daily use in the dental practice
- Matched system of classical putty and low viscosity materials
- Enable precise reproduction of details

Optosil® / Xantopren® Comfort System
All advantages in one system.

Easy, secure and fast – the Optosil / Xantopren Comfort system is a further development of the classic Optosil / Xantopren system.
- Exact reproduction of detail because of Hydrocontrol
- No sensitivity problems during use, especially in relation to latex gloves and retraction solutions
- Easy application using the 4:1 cartridge dispensing system
- Exceptional long term dimensional stability even after 7 days

Xantopren® M mucosa / Xantopren® function
The perfect system for edentulous impressions.

Xantopren M mucosa and Xantopren function are our specialists for impressions of edentulous arches.
- Xantopren M mucosa is best used for functional mucosal impressions
- Xantopren function is applied for functional border impressions, open mouth impressions (passive impressions) and closed mouth impressions (active impressions)